FIGHTING TO MAKE THE WORLD LESS BORING

THE ADVENTURISTS
MISSION STATEMENT
Our planet used to slap us about the face-cheeks with iron fists of adventure every day.
Maps had edges to walk off. Men feared the monsters that swam the seas. Entire
civilizations lay unknown.

But now, the entire surface of the Earth has
been scanned by satellites, shovelled into
your mobile phone and tagged with twattery
about which restaurant serves the best
mocha-latte-frappeshite.
Getting lost and in trouble is no longer an
occupational hazard of walking to the
market. It is an art-form. One we strive to
perfect.
We live to find ways to make the world a bit
more difficult. To bring chaos into our

over-sanitized lives. To create adventures
where you don't know what will happen
tomorrow or if you'll even make it to the end.
Why though? Well, because we think there's
no greater moment than those fateful few
seconds before you leap into an abyss of
uncertainty and disaster.
We’re The Adventurists. Come, join the fight.

HISTORY
The Adventurists were born when founder and chief Idiot Tom Morgan and the only
ever-so-slightly less idiotic Mr Joolz decided, whilst heavily intoxicated in 2002, that
they’d try and drive Tom’s clapped out Fiat 126 to Mongolia. The following day, they
headed out for U
 laanbaatar with just a hunting knife, a packet of cigars and heads fuzzier
than that fruit pastille you found under your sofa.

Needless to say, they never made it to
Mongolia. They got as far as Iran but got
turned away as they looked so pathetic. It
was, however, already too late. The seed of
The Adventurists had already sprouted deep
within their delightfully gaseous bellies.

countries - that travel through more than 50
countries.
We run events on land, in the air and on the
high seas, in which tens of thousands of
people have participated. Some of them have
even enjoyed it.

From these humble beginnings, The
Adventurists has morphed into the gigantic
force for boredom crushing that it is today.
We now run 27 events annually in 11

By doing so, we have helped raise more than
£7.5 million for charity too, something we’re
pretty bloody chuffed about.
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Charity stats
To date, we’re proud to
announce that The
Adventurists have raised
over £7.5million for charity.
Read more here:
https://www.theadventurist
s.com/saving-the-world/
Official charity partner:
https://www.coolearth.org/
@CoolEarth
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